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We state as an axiom that cybersecurity and the future of humanity are now conjoined,
and that that conjoining makes the scope of a full analysis of the situation too broad
and too subtle for an essay as short as this one.
Time is irreversible. To make something timeless is to make it irreversible. We want our
security assertions to be irreversible meaning timeless, or timeless meaning irreversible.
We invent security mechanisms to get irreversibility and, by way of that, timelessness.
We calibrate our inventions’ quality by the imagined time that must elapse before they
can be undone, which is to say reversed. The inventions that deliver “You are safe here
for a millisecond” and “You are safe here for a millenium” differ in the time constants
of their reversibility.
Such time constants impose an ordering on alternate inventions, the longer the better,
all other things being equal. Each and severally, the curves of implementation cost and
the notional value of timelessness cross somewhere, a somewhere we will discuss.
Because the wellspring of risk is dependence, aggregate risk is a monotonically
increasing function of aggregate dependence. We call that on which we most depend
“critical infrastructure(s).” Because dependence is transitive, so is risk. That you may
not yourself depend on something directly does not mean that you do not depend on
it indirectly. We call the transitive reach of dependence “interdependence,” which is to
say, correlated risk.
Interdependence within society today is centered on the Internet beyond all other
dependencies excepting climate, and the Internet has a time constant of change five
orders of magnitude smaller than that of climate. Our concern is unacknowledged
correlated risk, the unacknowledged correlated risk of cyberspace is why cyberspace
is capable of black swan behavior. Unacknowledged correlations contribute, by
definition, to heavy tails in the probability distribution of possible events. “For
fat-tailed variables, the mean is almost entirely determined by extremes. If you are
uncertain about the tails, then you are uncertain about the mean.”1 As complexity
hides interdependence(s), ergo complexity is the enemy of security. (For precision,
“complexity characterises the behaviour of a system or model whose components
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interact in multiple ways and follow local rules, meaning there is no reasonable higher
instruction to define the various possible interactions.”)2
There are two—precisely and only two—classes of cyber risks that directly rise to the
level of national security. One class is those critical services which by the very definition
of their mission must create a single point of failure. (The integrity of the Domain Name
system root is an example.) For design-implicit single points of failure, defense in depth
is our only answer. It is not a research grade problem—it is a referendum on the state’s
willingness to spend money.
The other risk at the level of national security is that of cascade failure which implicates
services that are critical or merely pervasive. Cascade failure is where complexity
and interdependence intersect, where unacknowledged correlation lies, where the
heavy tails await.3 We already know that optimality and efficiency work counter to
robustness and resilience and vice versa.4 We already know that a “control” strategy
fails worse than a “resilience” strategy. Quenching cascade failure, like quenching
a forest fire, requires an otherwise uninvolved area to be cleared of the mechanisms
of transit, which is to say it requires the opposite of interdependence. Senate Bill 79
addresses the national security priority of operating the most critical infrastructures by
analog, disconnected means.5 As such, S.79 is precisely the kind of step that must be
taken. In the absence of purposeful disconnectedness at critical points, the mechanics
of complexity then take hold so that we undergo “a switch between [continuous low
grade volatility] to . . . the process moving by jumps, with less and less variations
outside of jumps.”6
It is conservative to assume that the hardest lessons are learned the hardest of ways.
But let us hope we can, at least, muster the resolve to simulate what failures we can
imagine.7
If a dependence creates a risk, then logic tells us to either forego the dependence or
mitigate the risk. Per the present author’s definition, a state of security is the absence
of unmitigatable surprise—there will always be surprises, but the heavy tails that
accompany complexity mean that while most days will be better and better, some days
will be worse than ever before seen. The provision of mitigation thus becomes more
challenging over time as complexity accumulates and unacknowledged correlated risks
become embedded.
Mitigation is always context dependent. In settings where failures come from the slow
degradation of mechanical systems, redundancy is the straightforward mitigation
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technique. Where failures come from intentional actions by sentient opponents,
redundancy adds to risk rather than subtracting from it because redundancy replicates
vulnerability to sentient action but not to random events. To thwart the outcomes that
follow sentient opponent actions, diversity of mechanism is required. Cascade failure
is not quenched by redundancy but by the provision of required function via alternate
mechanisms that do not share common modes of failure, that is to say mechanisms
that do not interdepend and thus do not contribute heavy tails to the distribution of
failure probabilities.8
Much of our challenge follows from the rapid rate of change which we otherwise
praise—Innovation Uber Alles, All Hail. Documented a decade ago by Ozment and
Schecter, we know that stable code bases under stable oversight can cleanse themselves
of vulnerabilities over time.9 Clark et al. have since shown in measurable ways that
while the goals and compromises necessary to compete in a global market have made
software reuse all but compulsory, “familiarity with a codebase is a useful heuristic
for determining how quickly vulnerabilities will be discovered and, consequently,
that software reuse (exactly because it is already familiar to attackers) can be more
harmful to software security than beneficial.”10 The language theoretic security
group has indirectly shown that the closer a body of code is to theoretically maximal
expressiveness (known as Turing-completeness), the more likely it is to be reused, i.e.,
the very code that has the greatest probability of being reused is the code that has the
greatest probability of being rich enough in complexity to obscure exploitability.11 In
medical care, this would be called “adverse selection” (an accumulation of ever sicker
patients).
It is implausible to imagine turning off “progress,” although when Microsoft hit the
cybersecurity wall fifteen years ago, that is exactly what Microsoft (to its credit) did—it
took a significant breather from new deployment and started over wherever necessary.12
It chose the first of the three most obvious strategies to address a growing overburden
of interdependence-driven cyber risk: (1) pause indefinitely to find and stand down the
risks already in the system; (2) drive the mean time between failures to infinity; or
(3) drive the mean time to repair failures to zero. The first one is the easiest technically
and the hardest politically. The second one requires a discipline that will not come
without the threat of force, and it requires giving up on “innovation uber alles.” The
third may be circular insofar as instant recovery requires hands-off automaticity,
meaning no people in the loop, meaning runaway trains. (Hold that thought.)
As an obvious status check, we—in some exceedingly broad sense of the word
“we”—are displacing heretofore essential manual mechanisms in favor of software
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mechanisms. Legacy manual mechanisms, in almost all cases, do not have common
mode failure paths between and among them. Software mechanisms, in almost all
cases, do. Software complexity obscures interdependencies, implying an inherent yet
invisible diminution of robustness and resilience in fielded systems. Even if you do
not immediately agree, you will perhaps agree that it is nevertheless conservative to
assume that software systems do obscure dependencies in ways that manual systems
could not. John McAfee, whose namesake security software is familiar to the reader,
rendered the conservative security assumption with succinct clarity:
Any logical structure that humans can conceive will be susceptible to hacking, and
the more complex the structure, the more certain that it can be hacked.13

“We” have an entirely natural default tendency to seek (and expect) a technical solution
to a technical problem. Of late, we have come to center our strategy on employing
algorithms to do what we cannot ourselves do, which is to protect us from other
algorithms. Perhaps this is merely inevitable, that in the cybersecurity game offense
has a permanent structural advantage over defense and so wars of attrition must spring
up within each new theater of offense, each new critical dependence made critical
by no more mysterious mechanism than aggregate mass adoption of its underlying
technology. That we are running out of ammunition corroborates such a view.14
The more serious the fire, the more it must be fought with fire, though one must
remember that the fighting back with a set fire will still burn just as hot—a trading
off of assured, lower-bounded collateral damage for coldly calculated, upper-bounded
epidemic suppression. National security is home to the hardest of these sorts of hard
choices.15
Because single points of failure require militarization wherever they underlie gross
societal dependencies, frank minimization of the number of such single points of
failure is a national security obligation. Because cascade failure ignited by random
faults is quenched by redundancy, whereas cascade failure ignited by sentient
opponents is exacerbated by redundancy, (preservation of) uncorrelated operational
mechanisms is likewise a national security obligation.
That manual means are often suboptimal and inefficient is, if not a virtue, a cheap
price to pay for robustness and resilience. But the preservation of manual means goes
further and in two directions that could not be more orthogonal even though both
can be said to flow from the conservative assumption that offense has a permanent
structural advantage, an advantage which complexity enhances.
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In the one direction, there is a strategic arms race; we would invest in those algorithms
that are to protect us from other algorithms, doing so at whatever level ensures that
the defense “outspends” the offense. Some might argue that we are already doing that,
just not seriously enough to effectively annul the inherent structural advantage of
offense. We may have just crossed an inflection point that matters in this regard, and
if we did cross one then it would be the third. The first inflection point was Microsoft’s
introduction of a TCP/IP stack as a freebie in the Windows 95 platform, thereby
taking an operating system designed for a single owner/operator on a private net and
connecting it to a world where every sociopath is your next-door neighbor. That event
birthed the cybersecurity industry, though the effect was unnoticed at the time.
The second inflection point occurred circa 2006, when our principal opponents
changed over from misanthropes and braggarts to professionals. From there on,
mercenaries have dominated. As braggarts trumpet their discoveries but mercenaries
do not, targeted attacks built on closely held knowledge became the dominant threat.
The defensive responses have been varied, but the dual rise of bug-bounty programs
and software analysis companies is the most obvious. An onrushing “Internet of
Things” with a compound annual growth rate of 35 percent is the anabolic steroid for
at least those two defense regimes.16
In August 2016, we passed a third such bend in the curve. The DARPA Cyber Grand
Challenge showed that a level of defense heretofore requiring human expertise will
shortly come within the ken of fully automatic programs, or, shall we say, algorithms
that are today at the upper level of skill with intelligence, per se, soon to follow.17 As
with both of the previous two inflection points, the effects will reverberate for the
indefinite future. How, we cannot now say. The present author has long argued that
all security technologies are dual use. The day after the Cyber Grand Challenge’s
conclusion, Mike Walker, DARPA’s program manager, said as much: “I cannot change
the reality that all security tools are dual-use.”18 In short, the real problem statement
here is not about cybersecurity, per se, but about the side effects of our pursuit of it.19
Nevertheless, we now stand just after that third inflection point. Any contention that
pervasive sensors and big data-fueled machine learning do not constitute an artificial
intelligence is immaterial insofar as either way converges to algorithms that are selfmodifying. It is their self-modification that brings us to the crucial resolve—trust but
verify—and its contrapositive: if an algorithm cannot be verified then do not trust it.
To be precise, algorithms derived from machine learning must never be trusted
unless the “Why?” of decisions those algorithms make can be usefully examined on
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demand. This dictum of “interrogatability” may or may not be effectively designassured while there is still time to do so—that is, to do so pre-dependence.20 Once the
chance to design-assure interrogatability is lost—that is to say once dependence on
a non-interrogatable algorithm is consummated—going back to non-self-modifying
algorithms will prove to be costly, if even possible. The issue is that of autonomy,
and any of these three is sufficient for autonomy: uninterrogatable, uncorrectable,
unlocatable. Combinations of these three are likely to be synergistic.
Self-modification is one path to that autonomy. Lt. Colonel Rhett Hierlmeier heads
up the training center for the F-35. He believes that the F-35 is the last manned
fighter plane, that what is today a training simulator will tomorrow be a control
point. An interview with him includes this telling snippet: “Standing outside the
cockpit, he peers into the darkened dome, and says he believes we will one day fight
our enemies from inside one of these things. When I ask what that will take, he says
flatly, ‘Bandwidth,’ ” which is why “engineers are focused on things like improving
artificial intelligence so planes can act with more autonomy, thus cutting down on
communication bandwidth [requirements].”21 In this and other examples, we come to
understand that data richness is the driver for algorithm autonomy.
Early recognition of the choices before us are beginning to appear, e.g., a worthy article
in MIT Technology Review, “The Dark Secret at the Heart of AI” which, in an irony
of coincidence, is paired with “Deep Learning Is a Black Box, but Health Care Won’t
Mind.”22 Even if the answer to a question like “Why did my self-driving car kill me?” is
“Because there were fifteen people on the sidewalk,” for there to be an answer at all is
a non-negotiable essentiality for the preservation of human self-determination in the
large. That interrogatability of self-modifying algorithms is the pinnacle research-grade
question for cybersecurity evolution is thus now flatly unarguable. As it is conservative
to assume that algorithms will learn to lie to us, it is unsurprising that two law
professors have already suggested that price-fixing collusion among robot traders will
be harder to detect than collusion among human ones.23
If the one direction is that of a strategic arms race—a “spend them into the ground”
scale investment in algorithms that must be self-modifying if they are to to protect us
from other algorithms that enjoy a structural advantage—then the alternate direction
is segmentation of the attack surface. This is where optimality and efficiency are
directly traded for robustness and resilience.
Four score years ago, economist Ronald Coase observed that economically viable firms
expand until intra-firm coordination costs exceed inter-firm transaction costs, that is
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until it is cheaper to buy (externally) than to build (internally).24 In a kind of biologic
analogy, cells can only grow until their surface-to-volume ratio crosses a survivability
threshold. While it is unarguably clear that the Internet does spectacularly lower
transaction costs, it lowers coordination costs more. In this, the Internet has enabled
global consolidation on a scale never before seen at a speed never before witnessed.
The nature and extent of the global attack surface grew concomitantly.
Autocratic governments inherently prefer lock-step citizens who never fail to comply
with what the institutional paterfamilias suggests. But free nations do not so optimize,
i.e., free nation governments deliver varying degrees of self-determination to their
citizens—at the cost of inefficiency. We see this play out in every argument for opt-in
versus opt-out. Confining this essay to the US case (for simplicity), the most “energetic”
intra-governmental debates take place around whether this or that program is to have
an opt-in or an opt-out quality. The intellectual core of such debates is the comparative
valuation of means versus ends: how much the needs of some group may “justifiably”
impinge on the freedom of some other group, how much the efficiency advantages of
unitary mechanisms must yield to a freer, if less efficient, diversity of mechanism.
But when we choose efficiency, it matters little whether our choice was a governmental
policy decision or was letting some ungoverned market drive costs out of some
equation. The outcome is the same: a winnowing down of alternate mechanisms
toward the most efficient one, with the disfavored mechanisms relegated to history.
About the only place where this “reductio ad unum” is countered is when we invoke
antitrust law to prevent the creation of singleton private-sector suppliers of goods or
services. (Antitrust law cannot be a long term solution as antitrust law is inapposite to
the challenges of surveillance capitalism, an allied yet separate argument.25)
If you can call drift a strategy, then this drift-as-strategy has got to stop. If a company
should not hold a monopoly, then neither should a technology. If depending on a
single commercial entity definitionally puts the public at the mercy of that entity, then
so does putting the public at the mercy of a single technology. If self-determination is
what a free country exists to maximize, then backing citizens into a choice between a
singular technologic dependence versus having to live out their lives in the equivalent
of the fifteenth century is about as antichoice as you can imagine.
The “why” is (again) that of global consolidation into an interdependence where
(again) benefit is not transitive but risk is. There is no law of nature that makes such
consolidation inevitable. It is a failure of collective wisdom, if you can call it that.
If, however, the reader agrees with the 1930s idea that some technologies inevitably
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create a “natural monopoly,” then you must consider the 1930s response, that of the
regulated monopoly. Just realize that while all politics is local, all technology is global.
Nonetheless, we still have alternatives to the strategic drift toward singleton
technologies almost everywhere. But, like species endangered via habitat destruction,
where neither zoos nor tissue cultures nor National Geographic documentaries do
anything more than assuage bleeding hearts, it is the habitats of those alternatives
that have to be saved and saved now. The list is, thankfully, still long. Hence any
enumeration here would be incomplete and thus inherently misinforming as to both
the range and the extent of what needs preservation. But as a single (repeat, single)
example, consider cash money. Many is the commercial entity that wants not to take
it. Legion are the citizens opting for the surveilled convenience of plastic “money.”
Only one state, Massachusetts, requires by law both that merchants must accept as
customers any person regardless of the usual long list of forbidden discriminations
and that they must also accept cash from those customers; Massachusetts’ well-known
if lonely liberality prohibits discrimination based on race, color, religious creed,
national origin, sex, handicap, sexual orientation, marital status, veteran status, public
assistance, or a preference for cash at the checkout counter.
Which is the point. What we have here is an anomaly, an anomaly where the most
readily available counter to an otherwise inexorable drift into a vortex of singleton
technology risk and the preservation of a spectrum of non-trivial civil rights is one and
the same counter: the guarantee, by force of law where necessary, that those who do
not participate in the digital melange can nevertheless fully enjoy life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness, that to opt out of the digital vortex does not thereby require that
they live in medieval conditions, and reap a national security benefit in the bargain.
Again, the list of the affairs of daily living that will contribute to untenable shared
risk should their digitalization continue without a braking force is a long one. To
attempt to enumerate it in the context of this essay would only embolden those who
imagine that change is inevitably good. Change can be good, but not inevitably so nor
permanently so. The climate of Ireland was especially favorable to the potato and its
introduction doubled the Irish population in sixty years despite neither “expansion of
industry nor reform of agricultural techniques beyond the widespread cultivation of
the potato.” At the onset of the famine, a majority of the Irish lived “on potatoes and
milk alone.”26 Might we not learn from history?
In other words, technologic risk, magnified by interconnection-driven consolidation of
dependence, does not appear as risk at the outset of the process, only at its concluding
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denouement. While it is politically correct to praise diversity as an empowerment
of whatever it is that is diverse, it is an entirely natural phenomenon for birds of a
feather to flock together. As the adoption rate of successive new technologies has
grown monotonically faster over time, the side effects of those adoptions have likewise
grown faster over time—and those side effects are dominated by singleton-underlaid
interdependence.27 With broad enough adoption of a technology, that technology
becomes hazardous merely and entirely because of the level of its adoption. Generic
technologies (such as the smartphone) are especially prone to mission creep that
cumulatively contravenes the design assumptions of the original target product with
“each new success breeding more ambitious attempts, stopping only when a final,
often catastrophic, failure occurs.”28 Avoiding the risk from singleton-underlaid
interdependence is necessary, though not sufficient, for robustness. Neither the Amish
buggy on the public road nor the principled end-to-end design of a network protocol is
itself sufficient for freedom, but both are indispensable in their own realm.
A word of caution: do not interpret the “singleton technology” term narrowly. It does
not mean a single version of a single component of a single application on a single
platform from a single vendor. In the sense we mean it here, a singleton technology
can be as broad as compliance with an Internet standard (recently demonstrated by
the WPA2 KRACK matter), just as it can mean adoption of services that are essential
herding mechanisms for lifestyle complaisance and thus conformity.29 There are too
many examples of this consolidation to singleton-ness to enumerate, but a mailed
newsletter that converts to a Weblog and then further converts to Facebook-only
distribution might be the simplest one to visualize. That the top chipmakers jointly
share the newly discovered vulnerabilities of Meltdown and Spectre demonstrates
not compliance imposed on those chipmakers but what in evolutionary biology
would be called “convergent evolution”—the process whereby organisms not closely
related independently evolve similar traits as a result of having to adapt to similar
environments or ecological niches.
What may be at stake here is nothing short of Western civilization. Consent of the
governed is democracy’s core requirement and democracy’s core deliverable alike.
Consent of the governed begins with the common acceptance that man’s rule of men
is accountable to an authority higher than man. Clayton Christiansen, known best for
The Innovator’s Dilemma, starkly puts consent of the governed in this way: “If you take
away religion, you can’t hire enough police.”30 The present author would agree with
Christiansen were it not the case that while you mayn’t be able to hire enough police,
you can hire enough algorithms. Undemocratic regimes do not indulge in niceties
like “consent of the governed,” and as the Wall Street Journal has already observed,
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“Information technology, far from undermining China’s authoritarian model as many
thought it would, is reinforcing it.”31 Upon reflection, this does not surprise. Public
process is the thief of time; authoritarian regimes do not indulge it.
To put it plainly, government is a temporal, earthly monopoly. If it enjoys the consent
of its governed, then that consent flows from a common assent among those so
governed of that government’s accountability, an assent that stands apart from a
mere governmental monopoly on the use of force. As John Morley said, “You have
not converted a man because you have silenced him.”32 Yet the question of “What is
government?” is now engaged. Global hegemony is no longer within the reach of any
nation-state, but it is within the reach of some technologies.
Freedom requires tolerance of what that freedom permits; it is hard, but not
impossible, to imagine an algorithm tolerating what is against its rules beyond preprogramming in some bit of randomization in its response repertoire. The best, and
perhaps only, way to preserve freedom is to prevent the ascendancy of algorithms,
to not give algorithms a monopoly on the use of force, in neither the wide sense nor
the narrow. The best, and perhaps only, way to not give algorithms a monopoly on the
use of force is to retain society’s ability to tolerate that which is not managed by the
algorithms. That, in turn, means retaining a non-digitalized space for those who prefer
to inhabit a non-digitalized space. Those non-digitalized mechanisms that still exist
are fully amortized. To discard them in the name of efficiency is to say either that
resilience has no book value or that algorithms smarter than we are will never fail to
do the right thing (oh ye of little faith).
Again and luckily, the non-digitalized space is still reasonably pervasive and
salvageable, but not for long. To let it slip away is to write off from society’s ledger
the centuries of investment that have brought us to where we are. We do not need to
invest unleviable amounts of national treasure to keep an analog alternative to the
digitalized one. But should we let the analog world rot away—whether by neglect or by
corporatist intervention—the national treasure required simply to recreate as analog
a world as we now enjoy would, in point of fact, be unleviable.33 One who does not
find the unchecked accumulation of interdependent risks to be a compelling reason
to slow progress in any sense might yet agree with former US deputy secretary of
defense Robert Work: “There will be a cybersecurity Three-Mile Island. There will be
an artificial intelligence Three-Mile Island. There will be a synthetic biology ThreeMile Island. We need to be prepared for a major accident. We must have plans to
address quickly the legal, moral, and political implications of the accident to avoid
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being stopped or hamstrung in further development of these technologies so central to
economic growth and military innovation.”34
Yes, (our) increasing capacity for knowledge acquisition brings with it the strong desire
to put that knowledge into profitable action. To argue against increasing knowledge is
futile if not absurd. Yet if one agrees that the more you know, the more you know you
don’t know, then society would do well to be humble about whether this torrent of
knowledge is not making clear to us how much a little knowledge is a dangerous thing.
Just as automation begins with reducing drudgery but progresses to removing the
need for labor and perhaps, at the limit, even that sense of purpose embodied in work,
the intelligent algorithm begins with bringing knowledge to bear where heretofore it
could not be applied but progresses to removing the need for knowledge and perhaps,
at the limit, even that sense of purpose embodied in learning. Ian Dodd, CEO of the
legal knowledge base firm Premonition, predicts that under the influence of datarich, increasingly intelligent, self-modifying algorithms, “The knowledge jobs will go,
the wisdom jobs will stay.”35 But the present author finds Dodd overly sanguine. As
Martin H. Fischer said well, “Knowledge is a process of piling up facts; wisdom lies in
their simplification.” But how can one simplify that of which they themselves have no
knowledge?36 A fully digitalized world means intelligent algorithms that are explicitly
a long-term threat to those with the longest future, i.e., a threat to the young, a
conclusion which is inherently consistent with Bill Joy’s seminal essay “Why the
Future Does Not Need Us.”37
To repeat the chain of reasoning: Risk is a consequence of dependence. Because
of interdependence, aggregate societal dependence on the digital arena is not
estimable. If dependencies are not estimable, they will be underestimated. If they are
underestimated, they will not be made secure over the long run, only over the short.
Whenever ameliorative efforts are made, known risks become increasingly unlikely to
appear and the intervals between untoward events grow longer. As the latency between
untoward events grows, the assumption that safety has been achieved also grows, thus
encouraging increased dependence in what is now a positive feedback loop at scale. To
interrupt that dynamic, the response must be active. Passive responses will not do.
We have already seen such a dynamic in individual domains; what matters in the
context of this essay is the societal aggregate. But, for clarity, an industry-level example
would come as early as American Airlines pilot Warren Vanderburgh’s 1997 “Children
of the Magenta” speech, and seventeen years later in William Langewiesche’s work
analyzing the June 2009 crash of Air France flight 447.38 Langewiesche comes to
this conclusion: “We are locked into a spiral in which poor human performance
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begets automation, which worsens human performance, which begets increasing
automation.”39 University of Miami Professor Earl Wiener proposed a set of laws that
include “every device creates its own opportunity for human error,” “exotic devices
create exotic problems,” and “digital devices tune out small errors while creating
opportunities for large errors.”40 Langewiesche’s rewording of those laws was that
“the effect of automation is to reduce the cockpit workload when the workload is
low and to increase it when the workload is high” and that “once you put pilots on
automation, their manual abilities degrade and their flight-path awareness is dulled:
flying becomes a monitoring task, an abstraction on a screen, a mind-numbing wait for
the next hotel.” Nadine Sarter of the University of Michigan said that such “de-skilling
is particularly acute among long-haul pilots with high seniority.”41 As Langewiesche
added, “Beyond the degradation of basic skills of people who may once have been
competent pilots, the fourth-generation jets have enabled people who probably
never had the skills to begin with and should not have been in the cockpit.” In 2013,
Aviation Week editorialized, “There needs to be a new performance-based model that
requires flight crews to log a minimum number of hand-flown takeoffs and departures,
approaches and landings every six months, including some without auto-throttles.
Honing basic pilot skills is more critical to improving airline safety than virtually any
other human factor.”42 N.B., all that motivated the author’s choice of example was
that aviation safety is exceptionally well studied; there are many others.43 Consider
the implications of proposed public policy to allow only self-driving cars on, say,
I-5 between Seattle and Tacoma and how the algorithms would, once again, reduce
the driver’s workload when the workload is low and increase it when the workload is
high.44
So, if our “critical infrastructures are those physical and cyber-based systems essential
to the minimum operations of the economy and government” and if aggregate risk is
growing steadily (as leading cybersecurity operational managers confirm), then do we
put more of our collective power behind forcing security improvements that can only
be increasingly diseconomic or do we preserve fallbacks of various sorts in anticipation
of events more likely to happen as time passes?45 Conservative prudence says that
retaining human skills, like retaining human languages, will not be justified by any
balance sheet, only by societal wisdom in the large. Conservative risk management
says that if you don’t know how “it” works then you won’t manage its risks. Or, as they
say in the poker world, if after ten minutes at the table you don’t know who the patsy
is—you’re the patsy.
If this is indeed a turning point in history, then is centralizing authority the answer
(whether centralization takes the form of a Communist Party or an encryption
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algorithm), or is avoiding further interdependence the better strategy? Can we
imagine starting over in any real sense or is balkanization not just for nations but for
critical sectors as well? The global revolt against “remote and controlling” elites is a
demand for devolution, but with enough digitalization, devolution is a nullity. Does
the individual who still prefers to use/fix things he or she already has to be celebrated
or to be herded into (interconnected) National Health Information Networks,
(interconnected) Smart Grids, and (interconnected) cars that drive themselves? One
hopes not. In fact, the central thesis of this essay is that an accessible, continuously
exercised analog option is essential to the national security and to the inclusionary
polity we hold dear. You get both or you get neither.
Lest one argue that recovery from a substantial digitalized failure would be no
different than, say, recovery from California’s recent Tubbs fire—a prolonged effort
funded largely by insurance and taxes—remember that voluntarily sharing the
downside cost of a risk requires a shared sense of that risk’s unpredictability, that one
buys insurance so as to join a pool where private tragedies can be mitigated with the
aid of others who, however tacitly, know that there but for the grace of God go they.
In a fully instrumented digital space, this shared sense of unpredictability is likely to
break down. Whether the result is a splintering of insurance pools or a governmental
fiat to make risk pooling mandatory in the face of quantitatively provable unequal risk,
ever more data will serve to add heat to what is an inevitably political question.
The essence of security in places of public assembly is the provision of sufficient, tested
exits through which the audience can leave in short enough order that all they lose
is the remainder of the play. As a matter of national security, keeping non-technical
exits open requires action and it requires it now. It will not happen by itself, and it will
never again be as cheap or feasible as it is now. Never again will national security and
individual freedom jointly share a call for the same initiative at the same time. In a
former age, Dostoevsky told us, “The degree of civilization in a society can be judged
by entering its prisons.”46 From this point on, that judgment will be passed on how
well we preserve a full life for those opting out of digitalization. There is no higher
embodiment of national security than that. Taking substantive action will not be easy;
it has even fewer natural drivers than does public morality. Unlike the elimination of
smallpox and chlorofluorocarbons, international consensus is not plausible. Neither
the single actor nor the single speech nor the single article is remotely sufficient,
however necessary it is to start somewhere. The problem is difficult to strategize, but
no more difficult to conceptualize than Joni Mitchell’s, “Don’t it always seem to go
that you don’t know what you’ve got till it’s gone.” We will never have a more analog
world than we have now. We will never live under thinner-tailed distributions than we
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have now, at least so long as we demand freedom. Countries that built complete analog
physical plants have a signal advantage over countries that leapfrogged directly to full
digitalization. The former countries have preservable and protective firebreaks in place
that the latter will never have, but the former countries enjoy their resilience dividend
if, and only if, they preserve their physical plant. That such preservation can deliver
both resilience for the digitalized and continued freedom for those choosing not to
participate in digitalization is unique to this historical moment.
We stand on the bank of our Rubicon.
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Optimality and efficiency work counter to robustness
and resilience. Complexity hides interdependence, and
interdependence is the source of black swan events. The
benefits of digitalization are not transitive, but the risks
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is a national security obligation. Because cascade failure
ignited by random faults is quenched by redundancy, whereas
cascade failure ignited by sentient opponents is exacerbated
by redundancy, (preservation of) uncorrelated operational
mechanisms is likewise a national security obligation.
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